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To: BSO Board  

 

From: BSTP Programme Director and Director of 

Operations 

  

Subject: BSTP and Shared Services Update  

 

Status: To Note  

 

Date of Meeting: 29 November 2012  
 

1. Introduction  

Document BSTP 69 12 Programme Director Report is the BSTP programme board approved 

update report.  This Document was approved by the BSTP Board on the 5
th

 November.  It 

was agreed by the BSO Board that this report would be shared for information on a monthly 

basis.  However by the nature of the timing of the meetings this report does not provide a 

complete up to date position, given that it is now three weeks out of date.  Therefore in 

addition to the detail of the report the following key activities have been undertaken in the 

month of October. 

2. Finance Procurement and Logistics (FPL 

 

 The project continues to deliver to the agreed timeframe and within budget. 

 The FPL systems went live in the Western & Belfast Trusts, and the regional 

organisations, in the first week in November.  Although the vast majority of the 

functionality went live successfully there continues to be difficulties with the e-

procurement functionality.  Plans are being worked through with both Trusts  to 

address the issues. 

 The project continues to work closely with PALs to ensure that the Logistic 

functionality is working fully.  Following considerable difficulties in the first three 

weeks of operation the system is now bedding in and work is progressing in line with 

expectations.  However considerable additional resource will continue to be required 

to deal with the backlog of emergency orders. 
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3. Human Resources, Payroll, Travel and Subsistence (HRPTS) 

 

o Considerable work is underway between the programme and HCL Axon to review the 

plans for the successful delivery of the programme.  A joint revised plan will be 

coming for approval to the BSTP programme board on the 17
th

 December. 

 

4. Family Practitioner Service (FPS) 

 

 The project received submissions from bidders on the 17
th

 October in response to the 

Invitation to submit Tenders (ITT).  The project is now in the process of the formal 

evaluation of the bids. 

 

5. Shared Services 

 

o Service Proposition 

o Some further refinement of service proposition following business process 

workshops with payments and income stakeholders 12 November 2012, and 

future schedule of business process development sessions agreed. Service 

proposition development for recruitment and selection to be completed by the 

end of November 2012. 

 

o Work to develop business rules, procedures and escalation processes for the service 

centre operations now commenced following Procedure Authors taking up post early 

October. 

 

o Staff Structures and transition 

 

 

o The outcomes of the service proposition workshops and the agreements arising 

from that work were used by BSO SMT to re-visit the draft structure/grades 

and to review the staffing requirements within each service centre which was 

set out in indicative form in January 2012.  Further work required to refine 

structures and staffing will be required informed by business process 

development.  Revised draft structures shared with the Shared Services 

Implementation Group 16 November 2012. 

o HR Protocols for population of structures are agreed to be in accordance with 

RPA.  Detailed work on pools and other issues still under consideration. 

o Workforce transition numbers which have been assumed for planning 

purposes have been refreshed by employers.  Planning assumptions have been 
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agreed with all Trusts. The refreshed position shows a shortfall of staff for all 

four service centres.  

 

o Scanning Centre:  

 

o Scanning centre is fully functional for those organisations that are live. 

 

o Communication  

 

o SRO issued an update to HSC on the timeline for Shared Services on 14th 

September 2012, and employers have updated staff on developments.  BSO 

Director Operations and Director of HR continue to make themselves 

available to brief affected staff. 

 

o Recruitment Activity 

 

o Interviews for Assistant Director, Shared Services took place 19 November 

2012, no appointment was made.  Interim post holder in place.  

o Head of HSC Payments Services and Head of Income Service: Interviews 

Tuesday 22 November 

o Head of Recruitment and Selection: Interim Head in from Monday 5 

November.  Interviews for permanent post conducted 21 November and 

appointment offered. 

o Shared Services Project Manager: Interviews completed Thursday 8 

November.  Offer accepted by successful candidate.  Anticipated start wk 

commencing 26 November. 

 

o Project accountant took up post at the beginning of November 2012. 

 

o Accommodation   

 

 

o Approval of OBC outstanding.  Revised OBC submitted 12 November 2012.  

Potential risk that first service centre (Payments) may not be ready in time for 

project go-live in late Summer 2013. 

o Continued engagement with Health Estates to produce detailed programmes of 

work which reflect accurate timelines for accommodations readiness, in order 

to expedite the introduction of shared service centres. 
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  PROGRAMME  

NAME 

Business Services Transformation 

Programme (BSTP)  

REPORT 

DATE  

31st October 

2012 

Reporting Period September 2012 – October 2012 

PROGRAMME 

DIRECTOR 
Shane Devlin  

Programme 

Summary/Description 

The Business Services Transformation Programme (BSTP) purpose is to   

develop and implement Shared Services in Health and Social Care. It 

represents a significant and complex change process in the organisation and 

operation of a range of corporate and business services. This includes the 

establishment of Shared Services Centres, the procurement and 

implementation of new business systems to support shared services and 

transformation activities to support new ways of working.  

Overall Programme 

Status Update 

Considerable work has been undertaken in relation to the 

development and implementation of Shared Services in Health and 

Social Care and plan are in place to delivery in line with Ministerial 

decisions. This includes the procurement of HRPTS and FPL 

systems, the consultation on the location and model of shared 

services  the preparation and  approval of FPS payment systems 

OBC and preparation work for Business readiness 

R 
 

 

 

 

 

Activities (this period) 

October  

 

HRPTS 

Project Re-Plan  

The draft HRPTS Plan was shared with the HRPTS TD Group on 
Thursday 6th September 2012.  The TDG noted the proposed 
November and February go-live dates for the affected organisations.  
The sharing of the plan, albeit at a very high level was welcomed by 
the TDG who having been walked through the plan expressed their 
concern at the need to avoid where possible the requirement to run 
the level of parallel activity currently being sustained.  They also noted 
some omissions including report testing and emphasised the need for 
any re-plan to be as comprehensive, detailed and realistic as possible 
within whatever constraints might be placed on the Project. 

The TDG were advised that the intention was that the re-plan when 
developed would be shared with them in advance of the Joint 
Implementation Board and the Programme Board and following 
approval should be reviewed at theTDG meetings.  At its meeting on 
Thursday 25th October 2012, the TDG received a presentation 
outlining why it had not been possible to provide the re-plan in the 
expected format and timeframe, largely due to work onging in relation 
to the delivery of multiple employments and rostering. 

In the interim, the TDG continue to work to the original plan which 
while focussed on the planned go-live for the BSO impacts on all 
Trusts because of the continuance of the number of parallel activities 
currently ongoing, including but not exclusively, User Acceptance 
Testing, Parallel Payroll, Report Testing, OM Mock Loads and 
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Maintenance of SAP and HRMS, Data Migration, the Review of Roles 
and Authorisations, System Administration and Maintenance, 
Performance and Operational Acceptance Testing and cutover activity 
etc. 

The absence of a detailed, comprehensive and realistic plan 
continues to be a major source of concern for the HRPTS Project.  To 
this end, the overall RAG status of the project is red. 

 

Multiple Employments 

The HRPTS Project had been advised by the HMRC representatives 
to proceed with the build based on the initial proposals presented to 
them.  However, since then, the HMRC have expressed concern that 
the proposed solution is not compliant with HMRC guidelines. 
Ongoing engagement with the HMRC has continued and repeated 
attempts made to make the HSC case.  However, despite assurances 
from the HMRC that they would provide a decision on the matter, this 
has not yet been forthcoming and hence issue of the Functional 
Specs halted on 2 October which was jointly agreed.  The HRPTS 
Project have provided the Joint Implementation Board with a position 
paper and are requesting a recommendation on the way forward 
based on the options contained in this paper.  In light of the delay in 
obtaining a decision from the HMRC, HCL Axon are no longer 
confident that the multiple employment solution will be ready for 
deployment to Trusts in February 2012 and have revised this to a 
proposed date in June 2013 – the new detailed plan has been shared 
with and  reviewed with Anne Hamill. 

 

E-Rostering 

HCL Axon have provided a draft Blueprint for the delivery of an e-
rostering solution.  The timeline for the availability of this solution is 
rightly dependant on the Blueprint phase output but will not be earlier 
than June 2013.  A further e-rostering event has been organised for 
the 6th November 2012 at which all key stakeholders with either 
responsibility for or involvement in the use of the existing e-rostering 
systems and including COMSCARE, SOSCARE and Bank systems 
have been invited.  The purpose of the event is for representatives to 
define their objectives and high level requirements for e-Roster 
integration and should be in a position make design decisions in 
support of the blueprint phase.  

Christine Naylor has been identified as the e-Rostering HRPTS Lead 
and will be situated and work collaboratively with the HCL Axon lead 
in this area. 

 

User Acceptance Testing 

Considerable progress has been made in UAT.  The testers have 
completed approximately 1300 scripts and tested some 300 
allowances and deductions in just over 4 weeks.  In addition, testing 
of 39 end to end processes which were scheduled to completed on 
Friday 26th October 2012 but are now delayed until the end of the w\c 
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29th October 2012.  This delay has been the result of Internal Audit 
conducting cradle to grave audits of a number of processes and the 
need to provide a demo of the end to end processes to HSC 
representatives on the TDG and Chairs of the FS groups. 

UAT outstanding issues include the following: 

 Testing has identified gaps in functionality particularly with 
respect to Recruitment including the shortlisting and interview 
requirements.  A plan is now in place to address these gaps 
though a completion date is not yet determined. 
 

 There are approximately 47 disputed defects arising from UAT 
and this number tends to increase as E2E processing 
proceeds.  Resolution of these suggested defects is subject to 
further discussions based on estimates between HCL Axon & 
HSC and a process has been put in place to review a number 
of these.  This review is being carried out jointly by members 
of the TDG and HCL Axon.  The exact number of Change 
Requests as determined by HCL Axon has yet to be agreed by 
the HRPTS Project.  While this process continues, suggested 
defects are not being resolved. 

 

 The testing of End to End processes are almost complete but 
given the level of unresolved defects, completion of these 
processes can only be noted as subject to resolution of these. 
 

 

 Internal Audit have recommended the testing of roles in UAT.  
This is not currently planned for in UAT, other than the roles 
required to conduct the running of scripts and end to end 
processing.  It does not take account of the many roles an 
individual might be assigned.  HCL Axon have conducted 
segregation of duties testing in ST2 and are to make this 
information available to the Auditor.  

 
The Board are asked to note that an exit from UAT cannot be 
determined until the issue of disputed defects, roles and reporting is 
resolved.  In addition, it was the case that UAT was to be extended 
beyond the 4 weeks in the original plan.  This extension was to be 
taken account of in the re-plan but since that activity has not been 
completed and a plan has not been finalised, an arbitrary date for exit 
from UAT had been planned for the 2 November 2012 with exit 
meeting on the 6 November. 
 
Report Testing  

The ST2 exit on Reporting is scheduled for w\c 6th November 2012.  
This exit deals with BW reporting.  The issue of testing BW reports in 
UAT remains an issue as HCL Axon have advised that this has not 
been planned for technically and is out of scope.  ECC reporting can 
be done in UAT. 

A further issue in terms of Dashboard reporting is currently being 
progressed and will also have to form part of this report test cycle. 
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Parallel Payroll Testing 

The Board will be aware of the decision to concentrate on the 
potential for a go-live for the BSO in November 2012.  The progress in 
respect of Parallel Payroll for the BSO has improved significantly 
since the last report and shows 99% in tolerance.  Known differences 
are documented, understood and have been shared with the wider 
HSC.  The TDG received further explanation on the impact of the 
Enterprise Structure and the OM structures on Parallel Payroll Testing 
at its meeting on Thursday 25th October 2012.   The revised Parallel 
Payroll Strategy now requires sign off .  It is expected that work will 
now commence on the planning of parallel payroll for other 
organisations.  

PPT sign-off is dependent on testing of BACS solution – which is 
dependent on getting access to FPL solution 
 

Enterprise Structure  

Work has started to amend the Enterprise Structure following 

concerns raised by the HSC.  During UAT further concerns where 

raised when it became apparent that there were issues as to how 

some of the wage types had been mapped.  In addition, Testers noted 

issues with the payscales, mappings and calculations in respect of 

medical staff.  The Enterprise Structure remains the subject of 

ongoing review. 

 

OM and Data Migration 

Work continues with the HSC who are now maintaining their OM data 

in both HRMS and the new solution.  The Mock Load scheduled for 

17th September 2012 was deferred until October with particular 

emphasis on the BSO.  This is a significant piece of work for the HSC 

but is critical to ensuring the correct OM data load is available for go-

live.   The maintenance of both the HRMS system and the new SAP 

system is proving resource intensive for the HSC and consideration 

will be given to this in the re-plan given the change to cutover dates.  

However, it is anticipated that both systems will have to be maintained 

and the resourcing of this is becoming an issue for the HSC. 

 

A 

Interfaces\Third Party Providers 

The HRPTS has 12 interfaces, 9 of which are to the FPL Project.  

Testing of the FPL interfaces continues to prove problematic and 

there are ongoing issues in terms of the receipt of information from 

the FPL Project in the level of detail and format required by the 

HRPTS Project.  Testing of these interfaces therefore remain 

incomplete.  Steady progress is being made with the other interfaces 

due in the main to Third Party difficulties with accommodating the 

R 
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changes required to existing systems.  However, a number of 

interfaces as previously reported, will have to be included in the re-

plan were a separate testing cycle needs to be included. 

Cut-over Planning 

The focus of cutover planning has been on the BSO with regular 

meetings now taking place with all key stakeholders.  Progress is 

being made with a view to a December go-live. 

Resources 

The HRPTS replacement Project Manager is scheduled to take up 
post on 1st November 2012.  Interviews are scheduled to recruitment 
HRPTS Project Officers.  The team has also seen the addition of an 
e-rostering lead. 

The resource required centrally will continue to be monitored. 

 

A 

FPL 

 Stages 1-6 Complete. 

 Stage 7: ATP1a (Payment milestone) and 1b: Cut Over to Live 
Environment –Complete. BSO Core Finance and PaLS Logistics 
now operating in live system. 

Stage 8: ATP2: Cut Over to Live Environment – progressed into cut 

over phase. Go Live Weekend planned from Friday 2nd November 

until Monday 5th November. 

 Go live for ATP1b successfully achieved to schedule for 15th 
October. Substantial effort provided by FPL central team, Logistics 
and PALS staff and ABS staff both in the weeks before and over 
the go live weekend.  Significant  and critical support provided 
from BSO Assistant Directors Andrea Henderson, Simon 
McGrattan and BSO Finance Lead Stephen Macartney to achieve 
this enormous milestone.  All stage 7 certificates have been 
signed off.  

 BSO Core Finance reporting good progress with a few issues 
requiring resolution during the first week but no major items 
requiring escalation. 

 ATP1b post go live support ongoing with few faults reported 
through to Product Team. 

 Significant post go live issues emerging within logistics area due 
to several issues which have resulted in delays including:  data 
issues and conversion factors causing disruption, learning curve 
hurdle for staff using new system and impact on time, 
replenishment rules, support processes, lack of voice picking 
interface. ABS and Red Prairie in conjunction with logistics senior 
staff and FPL team have instigated immediate resolution plans 
and provided dedicated resource.  An emergency change was put 
in place to amend replenishment rules and dedicated SME 
support in the warehouses and hourly/daily reviews of issues list. 
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As of today’s date substantial progress has been made although 
there are still a lot of complex issues to resolve.     

 Second Go Live Planning session held with ATP2 representatives 
on 24th October from BHSCT, WHSCT, BSO Project Lead and 
Regional Organisations. 

 Obtained Gateway 4 Review Report and recommendations from 
SRO. Distributed to FPL Technical Group. Amber/Green delivery 
assessment which is described as “Successful delivery appears 
probable however constant attention will be needed to ensure 
risks do not materialise into major issues threatening delivery”. 
Five recommendations made, see attached report. 

 Training for ATP2 organisations commenced. Several staff from 
BHSCT did not attend some sessions due to trade union action. 
WHSCT training complete. As of 19th October the BHSCT training  
situation was resolved and staff have now been rescheduled for 
further training.  This has resulted in increased ABS resource and 
cost to the FPL project to provide additional training courses within 
already constrained timeframes. 

 Training schedules for ATP3 are being produced.  

 E-learning material issued and available to all Users via Beeches 
e-learning website.  Trusts/organisations can monitor attendance 
and performance by end users. 

 UAT corrective action plan severity issues 3 and 4 resolved within 
agreed timeframes for each go live.   

 Final network volume and capacity carried out 2nd October across 
Service.  ABS report provided and issued to ICT Leads. Some 
Trusts conducting their own local volume and capacity tests.  Final 
meeting on ICT deployment and outstanding issues held with 
Bronagh Keatley and ICT Leads at ATP. 

 FPL systems administration function is now live and is currently 
being managed by FPL central team for those organisations who 
have not yet gone live.  This will only continue for ATP3 orgs until 
17th December. . ATP1b and 2 organisations will manage the 
system administration locally at go live. Systems Administration 
training for BSO, BHSCT and PaLS was carried out 25th October. 
WHSCT SA course scheduled w.c. 29th October.  

 Systems Administration Group: New month end procedures 
confirmed with definition of local and regional responsibility. 
Governance paper being produced by SA Lead Norma Moore.  

 CP – Interim solution built & tested to successful conclusion. CP 
Admin paper being prepared for distribution to FPL Technical 
Group meeting on 31st October. 

 Interfaces: ABACUS – progressing implementation with test files 
sent to ABS. Awaiting outcomes. Abacus working directly with 
Trust ICT Leads on Trust specific issues.  

 Interfaces: JAC - Difficulties outside of FPL control exist with the 
Regional roll out of the JAC system. JAC agreed to make some 
changes to GL header reports for APT2 but not AP. Issue for go 
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live. Ongoing discussions with JAC.   

 Capita Chip and Pin devices- Software installations successful at 
WHSCT and BHSCT. Wireless functionality not likely to be taken 
up by any Trust and GPRS is the only functionality to be 
implemented.  

 User ID’s and Passwords for ATP2: All users will receive 
electronically their log in and password during the week 
commencing 29th October to 1st November. This will be a 
staggered approach to avoid overload on the network and ensure 
users have logons for go live day. Access and login to the live 
system will be provided on 5th November presuming go live is 
successful. 

 Northern Trust is still compiling end user templates. Southern and 
South Eastern Trusts have completed their templates. NIAS user 
list is outstanding. 

HRPTS Interface – collaboration still ongoing. 

 

 

Shared Services 

Service Proposition 

Workshop outputs considered by BSO SMT 21 Sep 2012 September 

and circulated to workshop participants 24 Sep 2012. Summary 

Service proposition document setting out shared and retained 

functions agreed by SMT 17 October 2012 for sharing with SSIG.  

Further workshops to define detailed processes for income and 

payments in planning for wk commencing 12 November 2012. 

 

Staff Structures and transition 

The outcomes of the service proposition workshops and the 

agreements arising from that work is being used by BSO SMT to re-

visit the draft structure/grades and to review the staffing requirements 

within each service centre which was set out in indicative form in 

January 2012. 

HR Protocols for population of structures are agreed to be in 

accordance with RPA.  Detailed work on pools and other issues still 

under consideration. 

 

Workforce transition numbers which have been assumed for planning 

purposes have been refreshed by employers.  Planning assumptions 

have been agreed with the 4 of the Trusts, and will be concluded 

within the week.  The previous picture of shortfall of staff for 3 of the 4 

service centres has been confirmed by this work and the workforce 

A 
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Transition plan is being updated.   

 

Central functions aligned to systems readiness 

Interim Scanning Centre:  

The Interim Scanning centre has been established and the interim 

team have completed induction and systems training. 

 11000+ templates have been created through training period and 
this will progressively increase throughout the coming weeks as 
capability of staff improves and technical issues are resolved. 

 Recent tests have indicated that 90% BSO invoices and 89% of 
Belfast Trust invoices could be matched to a template  

 Scanning centre is live  

 

 

Communication  

SRO issued an update to HSC on the timeline for Shared Services on 

14th September 2012, and employers have updated staff on 

developments 

BSO Director Operations and Director of HR continue to make 
themselves available to brief affected staff. 

 Recruitment Activity 

 Assistant Director post now externally advertised.  Staff 
substitution arrangements have been agreed with DHSSPS and 
interim post holder to take up post week commencing 22 Oct.  
Head of HSC Recruitment Service:  post now externally 
advertised.  Agency staff being considered as interim 
appointments 

 Head of HSC Payments Services: post now externally advertised.  
Agencies have been contacted for suitable candidates  

 Head of HSC Income Service: post now externally advertised 
Agencies have been contacted for suitable candidates  

 HSC Payroll Service:- Elaine Schug appointed, and will take up 
post on 7th January 2012 

 Procedure Authors – Two procedure authors took up post at the 
beginning on 1st October 

 9 Band 4 project support staff appointments made across HRPTS, 
FPL and Shared Services.  All staff to be in post by the end of 
October. 

 Team leader for interim scanning centre takes up post on 29th 
October 2012. 

 

R 
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 BSTP Change and Training 

Training  

 Commissioning  BSTP training booking system ( for Both FPL and 
HRPTS) 

 Commission  BSTP e-learning site  

 FPL training for 1st phase scheduled and Core Finance Training 
for BSO commenced 17th September 

 HRPTS training approach and timeline currently under review in 
line with new deployment plan  

Change  

Business readiness assessment (BRA) spread sheet submitted to 

Implementation board for approval 

 

 

 

Planned Activities 

(next period) 

 

November  2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HRPTS 

 Agree a revised implementation plan 

 Manage\Monitor UAT 

 Continue Data Migration Activity 

 Plan for Cutover 

 Ensure there are adequate resources in place to manage and 
deliver the HRPTS Project. 

 
 

A 
 

 

FPL 

 Daily conference calls with ATP2 Trusts and organisations starting 
29th October and running through to end of first post go live week. 

 Preparations for ATP2 go live weekend. 

 Ongoing data migration for go live weekend. 

 Heaveys Voice Picking  interface to be scheduled for upload to 
live system at appropriate time. 

 Abacus/JAC – Continued liaison on interface development and 
testing.  

 Continuation of Training Activity, issue of training schedule to 
ATP3. Capita receipting training, CP admin and Systems Admin 
training to be scheduled.   

 Continuation of eLearning. 

 Upload of Users to live system and resolution of faults if 
applicable. 

Continue training of BSO ITS Product Team.  

 

A 
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Shared Services 

Recruitment Activity 

 Assistant Director post: An Interim AD takes up post week 
commencing 22 Oct 

 Head of HSC Recruitment Service:  2 Agency staff being 
considered – 19th October 2012 for interviews 

 Head of HSC Payments Service: Agencies have been contacted 
for suitable candidates  

 Head of HSC Income Service: Agencies have been contacted for 
suitable candidates  

 Shortlisting for external recruitments scheduled for 25th October, 
preliminary and final interviews scheduled for w/c 5th November 
and 19th November 

 Further project officers being interviewed 

Interim Scanning Centre  

 Scanning Centre live for BSO 15th October 2012, and go-live 
planned for Belfast Trust and Western Trust  from 5th November. 

 

Transfer, Redeployment and Recruitment Plans, including BSO 

Structures  

 Project plans and workforce transition plans are being re-worked 
to reflect refreshed staff transition numbers and new information 
on system cut-over and accommodation readiness dates. 

 Work on development of detailed HR protocols continuing 

 Work to revisit shared service structures and staffing numbers 
currently being progressed based on the service proposition work 
to date, and the understanding of retained functions and those 
transferring to Shared Services. 

 SSIG to discuss next steps on workforce transition, and any 
update to communications with staff on their expressed 
preferences   

Service Proposition 

 BSO SMT agreed proposed service proposition for payments, 
income and payroll, travel and subsistence on 17 October.  SSIG 
members to feedback 16 October 2012 on proposals to take 
forward further work associated with service proposition agreed at 
September workshop. Commence detailed work on development 
of SLAs and performance monitoring arrangements in line with 
design of shared service processes, aligned with workshops mid 
November.. 

 Work to develop business rules, procedures and escalation 
processes for the service centre operations now commenced 
following Procedure Authors taking up post early October.  
Process workshops for payments and income in preparation for 
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week commencing 12 November. 

Due Diligence and Governance  

 Detailed scope and planning for due diligence activity to be 
considered by BSO SMT and proposal brought through to SSIG 

 Charging model to be presented to Director of Finance forum and 
comments brought back to SSIG  

Accommodation   

Approval of OBC outstanding.  Revised OBC to be submitted by end 

of October 2012 

Continue to engage with Health Estates to produce detailed 

programmes of work which reflect accurate timelines for 

accommodations readiness, in order to expedite the introduction of 

shared service centres. 

 

 

 

Change and Training 

Training  

 Continue to deliver FPL training 

 HRPTS  new training approach meeting  scheduled 2nd October 
2012   

Change 

 Business readiness Assessment for FPL and HRPTS scheduled 

 Shared Services 

 

 

Programme Schedule  FPL system to be rolled out to HSC by March 2013. 

 HRPTS system to be rolled out to HSC  by April 2013 (currently 

under review); 

 FPS payment systems to be developed and implemented  by 

summer 2014 

 Begin transitioning to Shared Services in line with Ministerial 
decision 

A 
 

Escalated Issues  The recruitment exercises for the senior posts in the Shared 
Service structures not yet completed, impacting the resources 
available to BSO for implementation of the project   BSO are 
taking interim measures to provide appropriate support until posts 
can be permanently filled. 

Project plan and workforce transition plan will continue to be 
revisited to reflect OBC approval, changes to staff transition plans 
etc. 

R 
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 Ongoing resource shortfalls with FPL Central Team creating 
difficulties and impacting workloads adversely on current team 
members.  GL Lead been identified after SRO action and GL Lead 
starting week commencing 29th October. CP & AR without 
functional leads on the central team.  

 Systems Administration transitional team not in place or trained 
with implications for SA at go live. 

 

 

 

Risks 

Risk Register review meeting took place on the  25th September 2012. 

Members of group agreed 

 Hugh McPoland - SS 

 Diamen McAlister - HRPTS 

 Liam O’Kane – FPL 

 Tony Sands – FPS 

 David Anderton – AXON 

 Danny Culkin - ABS 

A draft revised Risk Register was agreed. 

A 
 

Communication and 

stakeholder 

engagement activities 

A communications strategy and plan is in place based on the 

programme stakeholder analysis. The key stakeholders to the 

programme are communicated to as follows: 

- Minister is kept up to date by the SRO through submissions -  on-
going 

- Departmental Board receive quarterly updates - on-going 
- Staff side are fully engaged and kept informed through the Joint 

Partnership Forum and sub group - on-going 
- Trust CX’s are updated through their membership of programme 

board  
- Members of Programme groups, Project Boards and Project 

teams are drawn from the Service.  
- Monthly newsletter scheduled established 
- Website updated weekly, e- shots, weekly blog 
- FPL Briefings circulated  

 
G 
 

 

Dependencies & 

Assumptions 

- Availability of Capital to secure Shared Services Centres 
- HSC service support for the programme 
- Solution availability 

A 
 

 


